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**Description**

Since [#31099](https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8872) some modern facts are ignored by default, but their legacy counterparts can probably also be ignored.

These are:

- memoryfree
- memoryfree_mb
- swapfree
- swapfree_mb
- uptime_hours
- uptime_days

The uptime_seconds fact is used to derive the boot time so this probably can't be excluded.

**Related issues:**

Related to Foreman - Feature #31099: Filter out unstable facts  Closed

**Associated revisions**

Revision 3fc92f55 - 10/31/2021 11:21 AM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Fixes #33778 - Drop unstable legacy Facter facts

Similar to e37a819addca5db6cd9dc9138f640c8048b6d139 but this drops the legacy equivalents.

**History**

#1 - 10/25/2021 03:46 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Related to Feature #31099: Filter out unstable facts added

#2 - 10/25/2021 03:48 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8872 added

#3 - 10/31/2021 11:21 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 3.1.0 added

#4 - 10/31/2021 12:00 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
#5 - 11/15/2021 01:29 PM - Amit Upadhye

- Category set to Facts